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One of the main subsystems of SUNSAT is the Attitude Determination and
Control System (ADCS), responsible for the orientation and positioning of the
satellite. Due to the integrated architecture of the system, several shortcomings
were identified. A possible solution to the problems is the implementation of a
distributed system. The design of a communication protocol for a distributed
system is the focus of this thesis.
An investigation on different network topologies and communication protocols as
well as error control techniques is carried out to establish a combination that
meets the requirements of the ADCS. Based on defined protocol specifications a
detailed protocol design is proposed. Then the protocol is implemented using a
layered software structure that emanates from the OSI layering model, to provide
well defined software structures and interfaces. A series of measurements have
shown that the protocol meets the functional requirements of the ADCS and
further provides reliable data transfer on the network.
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Opsomming
Een van die vernaamste dele van SUNSAT is die "Attitude Determination and
Control System" (ADCS) wat verantwoordelik is vir die orientasie en
posisionering van die satelliet. Verskeie tekortkomminge as gevolg van die
geYntegreerde argitektuurvan die stelsel, is geYdentifiseer. 'n Moontlike oplossing
vir die probleme is die implementering van 'n verspreide stelsel. Die ontwerp van
'n kommunikasie protokol vir 'n verspreide stelsel is die fokus van die tesis.
'n Ondersoek na verskeie netwerk topoloqie en kommukasie protokolle, asook
foutbeheer tegnieke is uitgevoer om vas te stel watter kombinasie die ADCS se
vereistes sal bevredig. 'n Gedetaileerde protokol ontwerp is voorgestel gebaseer
op gedefineerde protokol spesifikasies. Hierdie protokol is toe geYmplementeer
deur gebruik te maak van vlak gestruktureerde sagteware wat afkomstig is van
die OSI model, met die oog op goed gedefineerde sagteware strukture en
koppelvlakke. 'n Reeks meetings het aangedui dat die protokol die funksionele
vereistes van die ADCS bevredig en dat dit verder betroubare data verplasing
oor die netwerk verskaf.
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The Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) stabilizes the satellite
and orients it in desired directions during the mission despite the external
disturbance torques acting on it [WL99, p.354]. This requires that the satellite
determine its attitude, using sensors, and control it, using actuators. This is
achieved by reading sensor data and transmitting it to the Attitude Control
Processor (ACP). The ACP will then send control data to the actuators. The
primary and secondary on board computers (OBC1 and OBC2) can take over
most of the functions of the ACP.
1.1 SUNSA TADCS System Architecture and Limitations
The ADCS of SUNSAT has two main processors, the Attitude Control Processor
(ACP ), a T800 transputer that implements all the control system software, and
the Interface Control Processor (ICP). The latter is a 80C31 based micro-
controller which interfaces directly with all actuators, sensors, ACP and the
onboard computers (OBC1 and OBC2) as shown in figure 1.1.
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The ICP performs mainly four functions, namely.
• Control the actuators, which include the 3-axis Reaction Wheels (RW's) and
the 3-axis Magnetotorquers (MT's).
• Read the attitude sensors that includes the sun and horizons sensors, the
course sun sensors and the magnetometer.
• Transmit attitude sensor data to the OBC's or the ACP.
• Receive and decode messages from the OBC's and the ACP.
Telecommand
RWSSBUS
I Reaction Wheel ~-RWSSBUS ==il ADCS










Figure 1.1:Basic Structure of the ADCS
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Every second, the ICP receives a data packet containing the control signals for
the reaction wheels from the ACP or OBC's and return a packet containing the
sensor data to it via a bi-directional UART. Every ten-seconds the ICP receives a
data packet containing the control signals for the magnetic torquers from the
ACP or OBC's. Table 1 summarized the number of data bytes transmitted
between the components of the ADCS.
Table 1.1: Summary of Data on the ADCS.
Source Destination Data Bytes Rate Description
ACP/OBC's ICP 02 On Request Request Sensor Data
ACP/OBC's ICP 02 Every Tenseconds MT's Control Data
ACP/OBC's ICP 08 Every Second RW's Control Data
ICP ACP/OBC's 46 Every Second Sensor Data
ICP RW's 08 Every Second Command RW's
RW's ICP 16 Every Second RW's Speed Data
Figure 1.1 also shows the four communication routes on the ADCS. The three
UART-routes to OBC1, OBC2 and the ACP as well as the general 8031BUS that
is connected to a multiplexer and to horizon and sun sensors. The ICP is the
central node of communication between sensors, actuators and the ACP as well
as the OBC's.
In the event the centralized ICP fails, communication with actuators and
magnetometer will be through the multiplexer while the sun and horizon sensor
data will be read by the telemetry subsystem. If the multiplexer fails, reaction
wheels will be lost and communication with the magnetotorquer will be through
the telecommand subsystem. The magnetometer data will be read by the
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telemetry subsystem. The use of telecommand subsystem to control the
magnetotorquer creates overheads for OBC 2.
The ADCS is integrated and the central ICP facilitates communication between
actuators, sensors and the ACP or OBC's. Due to the integrated architecture of
the system and centralized ICP it makes it difficult to change an interface like the
magnetometer or add new interfaces necessary for control systems of the
satellite, without changing the whole ADCS system architecture.
These shortcomings can be overcome by decentralizing the ICP and
implementing a distributed system. Distributed system provides increased
computing power and reduces system complexity [Sla98]. The network for a
distributed ADCS is discussed in detail in chapter 2.
1.2 Thesis Overview
The aim of the thesis is to design a communication protocol for a distributed
ADCS for SUNSAT 2. The development of the design is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 surveys the types of network topologies. The chapter concludes
with the choice and motivation of a suitable network topology.
• Chapter 3 presents background information on communication protocols and
media access protocols. It also presents the types of error control and the
need for error detection and correction.
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• General specifications of the protocol design are discussed in Chapter 4. The
design specifications include the services to be provided by the protocol,
messages types and formats. The chapter also defines the protocol layers.
• Chapter 5 describes software implementation of the protocol designed in
Chapter 4. It describes the implementation of error recovery mechanism and
media access protocols.
• Testing and evaluation of the protocol is described in Chapter 6. The chapter
presents the test setup and software/hardware integration. Various testing
methods, measurements and results are presented.
• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by evaluating the results obtained during
testing. The chapter investigates the extent to which the initial objectives are
met and the future recommendations on the protocol design are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
2 Background
The previous chapter indicated the possible flaws with the current integrated
architecture of the ADCS of SUNSAT. This chapter surveys different types of
distributed architecture that can be implemented to alleviate the shortcomings
mentioned in the previous chapter. The details presented in this chapter are
necessary for the complete understanding of the descriptions and reasoning in
chapter 4 and form the basis of this thesis.
2.1 Distributed Systems
Distributed system architecture consists of a set of computational nodes and a
communication network that interconnects them. In a distributed system,
individual processors are assigned fixed, specific task and perform significant
processing without the cooperation of the other processors [Lap97, p.283]. A
distributed system provides system flexibility and eases integration [UK94]. The
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benefits lie in dividing the computations that need to be done among the nodes,
and coordinating their activities to achieve higher performance [Sla98]. This
coordination, however, requires synchronization mechanisms and protocols to
control the system. Coordinating the communication between nodes begins with
the network. The next section discusses and evaluates common network
topologies
2.2 Evaluation of Network Topologies
Network topology describes how the distributed communities of nodes are
physically connected in a network. The three topologies in common used in
distributed systems are ring, star and bus networks. This section surveys these
network topologies.
2.2.1 Ring Network
A ring network consists of a number of nodes, each connected to two others by
unidirectional transmission links to form a closed path as shown in Figure 2.1.
Data messages are transmitted in packets, each of which contains the source
and destination address field. Messages travel around the ring, with each node
reading those messages addressed to it. However, because the ring is a closed
loop, a packet will circulate indefinitely unless it is removed. A packet maybe
removed by the addressed node. Alternatively, the transmitting node could
remove each packet after it has made one trip around the loop. This latter
approach is more desirable because it permits automatic acknowledgement and
also permits multicast addressing [StaOO, p.444]. Listed below are some of the
advantages and the disadvantages of the ring network.
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Figure 2.1: Ring Network
Advantages
• There is no dependence on the central node.
• Messages travel in one direction so there are no collision of data.
Disadvantages
• The system depends on the network keeping its ring integrity i.e. if the
connection is broken at any point the whole system goes down.
• The system can be difficult to extent. Problem can arise when adding another
node. The whole loop must be broken to add a new node.
2.2.2 Star Network
In a star network, all devices are connected to a central node. Typically, each
node attaches to a central node via a two point-to-point links, one for
transmission and one for reception. The message transmitted by node has to
pass through the central node before it reaches the other node. The central node
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acts as a switching device. This requires the central node to manage message
traffic on the network. An example of star network is shown in Figure 2.2 below.
Figure 2.2: Star Network
The star topology has the following advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
• Each node is independent from the rest i.e. one malfunctioning node does not
affect the rest of the network
• Centralized control of message switching allows a high degree of security.
• Transmission speed can vary from one spoke to another.
• Easy to add and remove nodes
Disadvantages
• If the central node goes down the whole system goes down.
• Requires more cabling than other networks
9
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2.2.3 Bus Network
Unlike the star network, the bus network is different in the sense that each node
controls it's own communications. In a bus network, all the nodes in the network
are connected to one cable line, called a bus. The nodes at both ends of the bus
are terminated internally or externally. Data messages are broadcast along the
bus to all the nodes. Just like the ring network, data packets have the sender and
the destination address field. The advantages and disadvantages of a bus
network are listed below:
Advantages
• Nodes can be added of removed without affecting the transmission of data
along the network
• Less cabling is required compared to other topologies.
• The network can be extended easily.
Disadvantages
• Nodes transmitting at high speed tend to hog the transmission lines.
• The nodes share the same medium, thus only one node can transmit at a
time.
2.3 Choice and Motivation for a preferred network
The requirements and the nature of the flaws of the current ADCS subsystem of
SUNSAT have been taken into account, resulting in the bus topology being
chosen. The main motivation in this choice, is the requirement of reliability. There
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are a number of potential problems with a ring network. A failure of a node
disables the entire system. Since a ring is closed, a means is needed to remove
circulating packets with backup techniques to guard against errors. A failure of a
central node in star network also disables the whole network. This renders the
ring and star networks to be more unreliable than the bus network. In a bus
network a faulty node does not affect transmission along the network. This is
possible of the node if implemented such that when it fails, it goes to high
impedance state.
Bus network allows nodes to be added or removed from the network without
affecting the transmission of data. Although this cannot be done when the
satellite is in space, it makes it easier in the development of a new satellite to add
or remove an interface like magnetometer without changing the whole
architecture. The proposed ADCS subsystem on the bus network will consist of
processors linked to their respective interface as shown in Figure 2.3 The system
will perform the same function as the current ICP. Each processor will perform
some of the function of the ICP. These functions depend on the interface the
processor is link to as shown in Figure 2.3. For instance, a processor interface to
a horizon sensor will read the data from the particular sensor and transmit it to








Following the choice of a network topology, a set of rules that govern the
interaction of concurrent processes is needed. A set of rules to exchange
information between the nodes on the network and rules which specifies which
node is allowed to access the single communication medium at a particular point.
The set of rules and the agreement between the sender and the receiver about
those rules is called a protocol. This is the main focus of this thesis.
COMMUNICATION BUS
Figure 2.3: Proposed ADCS Bus Network
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CHAPTER 3
3 Communication Protocols
The chosen network makes use of a shared network. To communicate with one
another, the interconnected network nodes must follow some rules concerning
which node can transmit at which time. If the messages transmitted over the
network are to be intelligible, their syntax and semantics must conform to a set of
rules. These rules, along with electrical and physical interconnection
specifications, constitute a network protocol.
3. 1 Media Access Protocol/Control
Another factor that any network protocol must define is how the communication
medium is shared. In embedded systems, three popular medium access control
methods are polling, token-bus, and CSMA (carrier-sense/multiple access).
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3.1.1 Master Slave Polling
Polling is one of the more popular protocols for embedded systems because of
its simplicity and deterministic nature. In this protocol, a centrally assigned
master periodically polls the slave nodes, giving them explicit permission to
transmit on the network. In some protocols, slaves can send messages to any
network node; in others, the slaves can send messages only to the master.
Figure 3.1 shows the polling order (dotted lines) of a simple four node bus
network. The majority of the protocol software is stored in the master and the
communication work of slave nodes is minimal. This protocol is ideal for a
centralized data acquisition system where peer-to-peer communication is not
required.





Figure 3.1: Master node polling slave nodes for information
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3.1.2 Token Bus
Token-bus is similar to polling in that only one node has permission to transmit at
any time. That permission takes the form of a token. The node possessing the
token can transmit a packet to any other node. The token passes from node to
node in a special packet as if the nodes were connected in a ring or a circular
queue. A node that has nothing to transmit passes the token to the next node.
There are two time parameters that determine the response of the token bus
system [Kop97, p.161], token-hold time and the token-rotation time. The complex
part of token-bus protocols is handling transient conditions and errors: how the
system starts up, what happens if a token is lost, and procedures for allowing
nodes to enter or leave the network.
3.1.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
In CSMA, if a node wants to transmit messages, it waits for the network to go idle
before transmission. In other words the node listens electronically to the
transmission medium whether a frame is currently being transmitted. If a carrier
signal is sensed, the node defers its transmission until the passing frame has
been transmitted. Only then does the node attempt to transmit the message.
However multiple nodes wishing to transmit messages may simultaneously
determine that there is no transmission on the network. Consequently they all
transmit their messages simultaneously. The messages collide and get corrupted
as a result.
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The nodes must detect this collision, and resolve it by waiting for a random time
before retransmission. One of the nodes informs the other nodes about the
collision by continually sending a jam signal for a short period. The involved node
then waits for a further short random time before trying to retransmit the affected
messages. Examples of CSMA are carrier sense multiple access with collision
detection (CSMAlCO) and carrier sense multiple with collision avoidance
(CSMAlCA).
3.2 Flow Control
Idle RQ is a protocol that has been defined to enable blocks of information to be
reliably transferred to a high probability, without error or replication and in the
same sequence as they were submitted over the a serial data link between a
sender and receiver [HaI96, p.170]. It is a stop-and-wait protocol that operates in
a half-duplex mode since the sender after transmitting information, waits until it
receives an indication from the receiving node whether information was correctly
received or not. Implicit retransmission and explicit request are two ways in which
Idle RQ protocol can be implemented.
In implicit retransmission the receiver acknowledges only correctly received
frames and the sender interprets the absence of an acknowledgement as an
indication that the previous frame was corrupted. In explicit request, if the
receiver detects that the frame has been corrupted, it returns a negative
acknowledgement to request another copy of the frame to be transmitted
otherwise it returns an acknowledgement for correctly received frames.
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In order for the receiving node to discriminate between the next valid frame and a
duplicate, each frame transmitted contains a unique identifier known as the
sequence number. As a result the receiver must retain a record of the sequence
number contained in the last frame it correctly received. In an event a duplicate
frame is received, the copy is discarded and the receiver returns a previous
acknowledgement frame with the related identifier to resynchronize the sender.
3.3 Error Control
During the transmission of data between two nodes, it is very common
particularly when the physical separation is large and transmission lines are in an
electrically noisy environment, for transmitted information to be corrupted [HaI96,
p.105]. To ensure that the data on the receiving node is the same as that
transmitted by the sending node, there must be a way for the receiver to detect
errors. Moreover, if errors are detected a mechanism is needed to obtain a copy
of the correct information. This is achieved by forward error control and backward
error control. Both approaches transmit a frame with additional information so
that the receiver can detect errors.
In forward error control, the receiver can detect the presence of errors and also
determine the location of the errors in the bit stream. The correct data is then
obtained by inverting these bits. However, not all errors patterns can be
corrected using the forward error control techniques. As a result, retransmission
of messages whose errors were uncorrected is required. In forward error control
less bandwidth is used due to fewer retransmission of messages. Reed Solomon
and Convolutional codes are some of the forward error control techniques.
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Another error control technique is the backward error control. In this technique,
the receiver can only detect the presence of errors but not their location. A
retransmission control scheme is required to request a correct copy of data to be
sent. An example of backward error control is the Longitudinal Redundancy
Check (LRC) which only Xor the data bytes.
3.4 Choice of a Protocol and Error Control
An Idle RQ protocol that implements explicit request is more effective than an
Idle RQ protocol that implements implicit retransmission. For instance, with
explicit request, retransmission of messages occurs immediately upon reception
of a negative acknowledgement. In an implicit retransmission, the transmitter
waits for time out before retransmission. The wait-time makes the Idle RQ
protocols with implicit retransmission to be less effective. An Idle RQ with explicit
retransmission is adequate for the time critical ADCS and will be implemented in
the design of the protocol.
Data transfer among the communicating components of the current ADCS was
taken into consideration when choosing Master/Slave Polling as a media access
protocol. For instance, the ICP collect data from the sensors and transmit control
messages to the actuators. The ACP or OBC's request data from or send control
data to the ICP. The ICP then responds to the ACP or OBC's, depending on
which one requested data.
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Both the ACP and the OBC's can request sensor data and command the
actuators. Therefore both the ACP and the OBC's should have access to
communicate with the sensors and actuators. To achieve this a bus network
shown in Figure 2.3, should have two master nodes. Since only one node is
allowed to transmit at a time, a token passing mechanism is used to give each
master node explicit permission to transmit messages. Two master nodes on the
network also provide the system with some reliability in case one master node
fails. The protocol design will implement Master/Slave polling and token-bus to
access the medium.
Forward error control techniques require more overhead bytes for error detection
and correction. As a result a detection and correction code will increase the
source code thus making message processing to take a long time. Normally
these source codes are complex and difficult to implement in the types of
processors used in the ADCS, like the 80C51 processor. Backward error control
techniques only require error detection code with less overhead bytes. This type
of error control techniques is easy to implement on the 80C51 type processor
and will be used for data protection in the design.
In conclusion, an Idle RQ protocols with explicit request, the media access
protocol and the error control chosen in this section can adequately satisfy the
reliability requirement of ADCS. The following chapter describes how they are
implemented in the communication protocol design.
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CHAPTER 4
4 Protocol Design
All the rules, formats, and procedures that the two communicating nodes agree
upon are collectively called a protocol. In a way, the protocol formalizes the
interaction by standardizing the use of a communication channel [Holz91, p.20].
This chapter describes the protocol design for the bus communication network.
The requirements and the functions of the ADCS of SUNSAT were taken into
consideration during the design of the protocol. Section 4.1 and section 4.2
describe the protocol layers and the protocol specification respectively.
4. 1 Protocol Layers
In 1979 (ISO 1979) the International Standards Organization (ISO) published a
seven-layer Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model for organizing emerging
network communication protocols [ZimBO, p.425]. This model separates various
functions of communication network protocols into layers so that there is an
agreed concept of what functions are to be performed and what the interfaces
are between these functions.
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This protocol design is mainly concerned with the two lower non-dependent
network layers of the OSI reference model namely the data link and physical
layers. The exchange of information and how data is appended at the data link
and physical layers is shown in Figure 4.1 and the service provided by the two
layers are described in section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 below.
NODE A NODEB
I ~ I Daia I F~ I
.'.... ' ~ ..' .....•..........•.•..;/.
5001 I FRAME I EOM
HIGHER LAYERS
TRANSMISSION MEDIUM
Figure 4.1: Protocol Layer
4.1.1 Data Link Layer
The data link layer attempts to make the physical link reliable and provides the
means to activate, maintain, and deactivate the link. It is responsible for functions
such as error detection and controls. It provides the higher layers with reliable
information transfer facility.
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The sending node calculates the checksum and appends it to data as the footer.
It also appends a header that consists of the address field and the sequence
number together with length. The frame format is described in section 4.2.4.
Upon receiving the frame, the data link of the receiving node strips the headers
and footers and passes data to the higher layers.
4.1.2 Physical Layer
The physical layer covers the physical interface between devices and the rules
by which bits are passed from one to another. This includes the physical
properties of the interface to a transmission medium, bit representation and data
transmission rate. It also specifies the functions performed by the circuits of the
physical interface and the sequence of events by which bit streams are
exchanged across the physical medium.
The physical layer receives the data frame from the data link layer and appends
the Start of Message (SOM) and End of Message (EOM) bytes. The end and
start of messages are unique bytes to indicate where message starts and stops.
These two bytes can accidentally occur in a data frame, which causes
misinterpretation of the message at the receiving end. To handle this accidental
occurrence a mechanism similar to the SLIP protocol is implemented. This
mechanism replaces any SOM or EOM bytes found in the data frame with
sequences of bytes, according to the following rules:
<SOM> is replaced with sequence <A><8>
<EOM> is replaced with sequence <A><C>
<A> is replaced with sequence <A><O>
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The physical layer of the receiver always checks for these sequences and
immediately replaces them with the correct byte and passes the data frame to
the data link. The data bits are transmitted serially on the transmission medium
via an 8-bit uart at 9600 bits per second.
4.2 Protocol Specification
Protocol specification consists of five distinct parts [Holz91, p.21] namely:
• Service specification




These are the essential elements in a protocol definition.
4.2.1 Service Specification
The purpose of the protocol is to reliably transfer data among the communicating
nodes on a multi-drop network. The service includes:
• Recovery from transmission errors.
• Recovery from duplicate messages and tokens.
• Acknowledgements of received messages.
• Limited retransmission of messages.
• Detection of faulty nodes.
• Avoidance of deadlocks and time out procedures.
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The protocol is to be designed for half duplex transfer of messages, which means
only one node is allowed to transmit at a time.
4.2.2 Assumption about the environment
The environment in which the protocol is to be executed consists of two master
nodes, the distributed community of slave nodes and a transmission medium.
The master nodes request data from the slave nodes with the slave nodes
responding to the requesting master within a specified time.
4.2.3 Protocol Vocabulary
The protocol is to be designed for the following types of messages that are of
variable lengths. The master nodes will transmit three types of messages:
• Request messages for slave nodes.
• Data messages for slave nodes.
• Token Messages between the master nodes
Slave nodes transmit two types of messages:
• Data messages to the requesting master
• Acknowledgement or Negative Acknowledgement messages in case of
error messages.
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4.2.4 Message Format
Each message transmitted on the network has the format shown in Figure 4.2.
SQN+LENG1H DATA CHEX:KSUM
....____;:;LIP ___.. .... _
BYTE
HEADER -----i~-- ACTUA,-<--___'~ ~_FOOTE~ ~_SLIP ___..
DATA BYTE
\___" " " • ______J" " "" <:)
Figure 4.2: Frame Format
Start and End of Message.
The start and end of message bytes are frame delimiters, to enable the receiver
to recognize where the frame starts and stops.
Address Field.
The address field is used to identify both source of the frame and its destination.
Both addresses uses 4 bits with the source address using the high nibble and the
destination the lower nibble of the byte. Messages on the bus network are
broadcast, therefore each node on the network has a unique address to only
process messages addressed to it. The maximum number of addresses, which
implies the maximum number of nodes on the network, is 24 = 16, from 0 to 15.
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Sequence Number and Length Field.
The third byte consists of sequence number (2 most significant bits) and the
length of the message (6 least significant bits). The message sequence number
can only have four numbers 0,1,2,3. To avoid processing the duplicate message,
the receiving node checks the sequence number and if it is the same
as the one in the previous message, it sends a previous reply with the same
sequence number. The sender also sends the length of data bytes to be
transmitted which indicates to the receiving node the number of data bytes to
expect. If there is no correlation, then the message is discarded.
Data Field.
The data field has the actual data information that is used to convey user data
from one end of the link to the other. The length of the data field is expressed in
the sequence number and length field and is variable per data message. The
maximum data message is 63 bytes. This is due to the message length
represented by 6 bits, i.e. 26 - 1 = 63.
Checksum Field.
The footer of the frame is the checksum field. An LRC error detection technique
is used to XOR bytes to be transmitted. XORing all the data bytes calculates the
checksum. In other words:
Checksum = DOxor D1 xor D2 -------- xor DN.
The transmitting node calculates the checksum and sends them as the footer of
the frame. The receiving node calculates the checksum in the same manner as
the transmitter and compares it with the received checksum.
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Efficiency
Efficiency of transmitting a frame is defined as the number of data bytes to be
transmitted divided by the sum of the data bytes to be transmitted and the
overhead bytes. In other words:
. DataEfficiency = ------
Data +Overheads
(1 )
Reducing the overhead bytes of the frame increases efficiency of transmitting a
frame. The message format shown in Figure 4.2 is reduced by two bytes. The
address field consists of the source and destination address and the sequence
number and length of the message are combined in one byte giving the frame a
total of 5 overhead bytes instead of 7 overhead bytes. The graph in Figure 4.3
shows that the efficiency of transmitting a frame with 5 overheads is about 5%
more than the efficiency of transmitting a frame with 7 overheads bytes.
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Efficiency vis Data Size
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Figure 4.3: Efficiency versus Number of Data Bytes
4.2.5 Procedure Rules
4.2.5.1 Recovery From Transmission Errors
Recovery is a concept distinct from that of error correction [StaOO,p.?]. Recovery
techniques are needed in situations in which an information exchange is
interrupted due to a fault somewhere in the system. To detect a faulty node on
the network, the master node after sending consecutive specified number of
messages without a reply from a certain slave node, terminates communication
between itself and that particular node. The master node should then relay a
message to systems capable of resetting faulty nodes about the fault. These
systems will in turn alert the master nodes when the fault has been corrected.
Communication is then re-established with the particular node.
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Retransmission of messages either due to negative acknowledgement and no
response is limited. This technique prevents a node from transmitting messages
infinitely to a faulty node or from continuously transmitting incorrect messages. In
the event there is a duplicate token whereby both masters transmit at the same
time, a higher priority is given to one master.
The sequence diagram shown in Figure 4.4 demonstrates how messages are
exchanged between the master node and the slave node. Each message
transmitted has a unique sequence number to identify a message. The receiving
node must therefore retain the copy of the sequence number contained within the
last frame it correctly received.
Master Slave
Sends Message (N)
Exp ects Reply ( N)
Expects Message (N )
Receives Messag e ( N )
Sends Reply (N)
Expects Message ( N+1 )
Receives Reply ( N )
Sends Message (N +1 )~~--------------~
Expects Reply ( N+1)
Sends Reply (N +1)
Expects Message ( N +2 )
Receives Message (N +1 )
Receives Reply ( N+1 )
Sends Message (N+2)
Figure 4.4: Message Transmitted without Errors
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However, two sorts of errors could occur. Firstly, the messages sent by the
master node may not arrive at the slave node as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The
failure of the message to arrive at the other side for example, be due to noise
burst. Noise burst may damage messages to an extent that the receiver is not
aware that a frame has been transmitted. To account for the possibility of losing
messages, the master node is equipped with a timer. After a message is sent,
the master node waits for a reply. If no reply is received by the time the timer
expires, the message is resent.
Sends Message (N)
Expects Reply ( N)
Timer Expires
Master Slave
Resends Message ( N) ~~--------------~
Expects Reply ( N)
Receives Reply ( N )
Sends Messag e ( N+1 )
Expects Message ( N )
Receives Message (N)
Sen ds Reply ( N )
Expects Message ( N -+1 )
Figure 4.5: Message not received by the Slave Node
The second sort of error is when the reply fails to arrive at the master node. The
message sent by master node is successfully received by the slave node. The
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slave node then sends a reply, but the reply message gets lost as shown in
Figure 4.6. Consequently, upon timer expiry, the master node resends the same
message. The duplicate message arrives and is discarded by the slave node
because it was expecting a message with a different sequence number. The
slave node then resends the previous reply.
Sends Messag e ( N )
Exp ects Reply ( N )
t;m., Explres
Resends Message ( N)
Expects Reply ( N)
Receives Reply ( N )





Expects Message (N+1 )
Receives Messag e ( N )
Res ends Rep Iy ( N)
Expects Message (N +1 )
Figure 4.6: Message not received by the Master Node.
4.2.5.2 Token Passing and Generation
To access the media the protocol implements two mechanisms. Master slave
polling and token bus. In polling mechanism, a master in possession of a token
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request or send data to slave nodes giving them explicit permission to transmit
messages to the requesting master. Communication among the slave nodes is
not possible. The two master nodes pass the token among themselves to attain
mastership.
After sending messages to slave nodes on the network and there are no more
messages to transmit, the master in possession of the token, sends a token
ready message to the other master, to indicate that the token is available as
illustrated in the sequence diagram shown in Figure 4.7. To avoid losing the
token, after passing the token the master node (previous token holder) starts the
timer and listens to the bus. If the timer expires without any activity on the bus,
that master generates a new token and starts with transmissions.
JVIASTER WITH TOKEN JVIASTER WITHOUT TOKEN




Send Token & Changes
To Slave-Mode Receives Token & Changes
To Master-Mode
Figure 4.7: Token Passing
When the system is initialized, all the nodes on the network cannot transmit
messages. The two master nodes start their timers that have different timeouts.
The master with a short timeout generates the token and the one with a longer
timeout becomes a slave as soon as it realizes there is an activity on the bus. In
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an event there are no messages transmitted on the network, until the master with
longer timeout expires, then that master generates the token. The following
sections describe the state machines of the protocol.
4.2.5.3 Master Node State Machine
The state flow diagram of the master node is shown in Figure 4.8. It consists of
five states: Idle, MakeFrame, waitForAck, RtxMsg and ProcessMsg. The state









[1J - Start Timer
[2J - Stop Timer
[3J - Increment Sequence Variable
[4J - Increment Rtx Counter
[5J - Reset Rtx Counter
[6J - Enable Driver
[7J - Disable Driver
[8J - Increment Error Counter
Figure 4.8: Master Node State Machine
The process starts in an Idle state. The process is waiting for data to be
transmitted. When data is ready, the process moves to MakeFrame state.
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The function of the MakeFrame state is to append headers and footers to
information data. On completion, the frame is transmitted and the process
changes to waitForAck state.
In the waitForAck state, the driver is disabled in order to receive
acknowledgement. The timer is also started. The process stays in this state
waiting for a response. In an event there is no response in a specified time, the
process will timeout and move to RtxMsg state. During the move from
waitForAck state to RtxMsg state the timer is stopped. If a message is received
within the specified time, the process will change to ProcessMsg state.
During the RtxMsg state, the retransmission counter is incremented and the
driver is enabled. The previous message is resent and the process changes to
waitForAck state. If the retransmission counter reaches maximum, the state will
move to Idle state and reset the retransmission counter, increment the error
counter and enable the driver for the next transmission. If an error counter
reaches maximum an error message is sent to the higher layers.
The function of the ProcessMsg is to determine the validity of the message.
During this state, a timer is stopped. If an invalid message is received the
process will move to a RtxMsg state. For a valid message the process will
change to an Idle state. During the move the sequence number variable is
increased and the driver is enable to allow for the next transmission.
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4.2.5.4 Slave Node State Machine
The state flow diagram of the slave node is shown in Figure 4.9 and consists of
four states: Idle, ProcessMsg, MakeFrame and RtxMsg. The state machine and
the functions of the states are explained as follows:
[2] [5]









[2] - Stop Timer
[3] - Increment Sequence Variable
[4] - Enable Driver
[5] - Disable Driver
Figure 4.9: Slave Node State Machine
The process starts in an Idle state. This is the state the process is in while waiting
to receive messages. Upon receiving the message, the process will move to the
ProcessMsg state. During the move the timer is started and the driver is enabled
for transmission.
The function of the ProcessMsg is to determine the validity. If the message is
valid, i.e. MsgOk as shown in the state machine, the state advances to the
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MakeFrame state. The state will also move to a MakeFrame state if an erroneous
message is received. If the message is not processed within a specified time, the
process time out and move to an Idle state. During the move the timer is stopped
and the driver is disabled to allow reception of new messages. If the message
received is the previous message, it is discarded and the state moves to RtxMsg.
The function of the MakeFrame state is the same as that of the Master node state
machine. It appends the header and the footer to the message data. If the correct
message was received, a header and footer will be appended on the
acknowledgement message or data depending on the received message. For an
error message, appending is done on a negative acknowledgement. The frame is
then sent and the state reset to an Idle state. During the move, timer is stopped
and the sequence variable is increased. The sequence number variable is only
increased if the correct message was received.
The RtxMsg state sent the previous message or the previous acknowledgement
to the sender and the process moves to Idle state. During the move the timer is
stopped and the driver is disabled.
In conclusion, this chapter described the protocol layers on which the design is
based and their functions. The protocol specification can be considered to be
adequately satisfied. The protocol provides the services described in section 4.2.1
and can reliably transfer data among the communicating nodes on the network.
The use of error detection and recovery of transmission error mechanisms
ensures reliability of data transfer.
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CHAPTER 5
5 Protocoiimpiementation
This section explains the software implementation of the protocol described in
chapter 4. Software programs were written in C and Appendix B contains the
source code. C provides the ability to write separate software modules with well
defined interfaces. This allows for encapsulation and information hiding which
promotes modular development. As a result different functions can operate at
different layers that are independent of each other. C is also portable since most
of the hardware platforms have C compilers.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the flow of data between communicating nodes and also
shows where each function (procedure) operates on the layers and its functions.
The sender could be the master node transmitting data or requesting data from
the slave node or the sender could be the slave node responding to the
requesting master with data. Communication could be taking place between the
two masters passing the token. The one master sending the token and the other
being the receiver of the token.
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Figure 5.1: Communicating Functions
5.1 Physical Layer Functions
This section explains the functions and processes taking place at the physical
layer. The software program implements the serial interrupt service routines and
the timer interrupt service routines on the 80C51 type microprocessor.
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5.1.1 Interrupt Service Routines
An interrupt service routine (ISR), is a software routine that is invoked by the
processor hardware when an interrupt request has been granted. Interrupt
requests are automatically vectored to the correct address by the processor,
according to the interrupt vector table. A typical serial interrupt service routine is
implemented as follows:
r----------------------------------------------SERIAL INTERR UPT -------------------------------------------------* /
void Serial_lnt (void) interrupt SIO_VECTOR {
if ( RI ){
RI = FALSE;
if ( ( rbln+t=rbout ) ! = 0 ){
RXBUF[rbin] = SBUF;
rbin = ++rbin & OX1f;
II Clear RI
II Buffer Empty










II Set Clear Flag
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
Upon receipt of the serial byte, the interrupt flag (RI), which is set by hardware
during serial interrupt, is cleared and the byte is stored in the cyclic buffer,
RXBUF. A cyclic buffer is implemented to allow reception of variable lengths of
messages. This byte is then transferred to another buffer to be processed.
Section 5.2.3 explains how this byte is processed. When transmitting data, an
interrupt flag (TI) is set by the hardware after successful transmission of a byte to
allow other bytes to be transmitted. Everytime this occurs TI is cleared.
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The processor is also set up to create a timer interrupt every 10ms. The function
of the timer interrupt service routine is to provide time for time critical functions
such as, message transmissions and retransmissions. For instance, some
messages are transmitted after every second and some every ten seconds.
Typical timer interrupt service routine for these functions would be:
/* ---------------------------------------- TIMER INTERRUPT ------------------------------------------- */
void Timer_lnt (void) interrupt TFO_VECTOR {
/*---------------------------------------- 1s & 10s MESSAGE TIMER ---------------------------------*/
if ( MS9_Timer) {
Second++; 1/ Increment Second Counter
1/ Second =100 x 10 ms
1/ Reset Second Counter
1/ Set flag
II Increment TenSecond Counter
1/10 Seconds = 10 x 1s
II Reset TenSecond Counter
1/ Set flag












Since a timer interrupt occurs every 10ms, a second expires after 100 timer ticks.
Other time critical functions include the token generation described in section 5.3
and timeouts. To protect against the loss of essential information the sender has
to keep track of elapsed time. The sender tries to predict the worst turn around
time for each acknowledgment. A timeout occurs when a sending node fails to
receive a response within a specified time interval. The two interrupt routines
play an integral part in data transfer among different processes.
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5.1.2 Physical Layer Transmission
The functions operating on physical layer of the transmitting node is the
SendFrame(unsigned char c, unsigned char *Message) function and the
Send8ytes (unsigned char c). The SendFrame function receives data frame from
the data link layer. It transmits the SOM byte, the frame bytes and the EOM byte
on the transmission medium by calling the Send8ytes function. While
transmitting the frame bytes, the SendFrame function call the Slip (unsigned char
c) function that checks whether the SOM (254) or EOM (255) bytes didn't occur
accidentally in the frame and add the SLIP bytes if SOM and EOM bytes
occurred. The SLIP bytes are bytes sent in sequence if SOM or EOM
accidentally occur in the actual data. The sequence bytes replacing the SOM and
EOM bytes are shown in Figure 5.2. The Figure also shows a <65><68>
sequence being sent if byte 65 is in the actual data. This sequence is sent to
avoid a situation whereby byte 65 and 66 or 67 are sent sequentially as actual
data and thus being misinterpreted by the receiver to be SOM byte and EOM
byte respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Slip Function Flow Diagram
5.1.3 Physical Layer Reception
The waitForMsg() function operates on the physical layer of the receiving node.
This function strips the SOM,EOM and the SLIP bytes. The waitForMsg ()
function strips the SLIP bytes by calling deSlip() function. deSlip() function
identifies slip sequence and replaces them with the correct byte as illustrated in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: deS/ip Function Flow Diagram
If byte 65 is received, the next expected byte is either 66 or 67 or 68. Anything
other than the three bytes would mean the possibility of data corruption. The
erroneous byte is not stored in the buffer thus leaving the data link layer to
receive incorrect length of data, hence an incorrect message. Sequences
<65><66>, <65><66> and <65><68> are replaced by 254, 255 and 65
respectively as the original bytes send in the data frame. The data frame is
passed to the data link layer by a procedure call ProcessMsg (RxLength,
&PROCBUF). The RxLength is passed to inform the data link layer about how
many bytes are to be processed.
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5.2 Data Link Layer Functions
The data link layer consists of two functions for both transmitting and receiving
node. These functions are mainly concerned with error detection and control.
5.2.1 Data Link Layer Transmission
Data to be transmitted is passed from the higher layers to the data link by a
procedure call Oata_Ready() function. The Oata_Ready() function is the interface
function that allows communication between the higher layer and data link layer.
It notifies the data link layer when data is ready to be transmitted. It also indicates
where the message should be transmitted and when there is no data to be
transmitted. This information and the data contained in the OataReady buffer is
passed to the data link layer.
OataReady buffer is passed by a procedure call LoadMsg(Addnum, No_data,
&OataReady). The Addnum indicates where the message should be sent and
No_data indicates when there is no data to be transmitted. The LoadMsg
(unsigned char c, unsigned char ch, *Oata) function calculates the number of
data bytes and put them in a OataBuf.
The calculated number is then passed as the length of the message together
with the buffer (OataBuf) containing data by procedure call MakeFrame (Length,
&OataBuf). The LoadMsg() function also set a flag to indicate where the
message is to be transmitted. If there is no data to be transmitted, the LoadMsg()
function set the SendTokenflag. The SendTokenflag is used for token passing.
The token passing implementation is described in section 5.3.
The MakeFrame function calculates the checksum by XORing all the data bytes
and then appends the header and the checksum as the footer. The MakeFrame
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function then passes the whole frame to the physical layer by a procedure call
SendFrame (Length + Overheads, &TxBuf). The number of data bytes and the
number of bytes appended while forming the frame constitute the length of the
frame. This informs the next functions on the physical layer about the number of
bytes to be transmitted.
5.2.2 Data Link Layer Reception
Incoming messages are recognized by the SOM byte. The next coming bytes are
then store in the PROCBUF buffer. The ProcessMsg(unsigned char c, unchar
*Message) function is called if the EOM byte is detected while storing the bytes
The SOM and EOM bytes are not stored in the buffer. This function reads the
buffer (PROCBUF) passed by the physical layer (see section 5.1.3) and validates
the message using the state machine shown in Figure 5.4.
The state machine consists of four states and starts with the waitForAddress
state. In this state, the byte to be processed is assumed to be the source and
destination address byte. To verify an address byte of a message from SLAVE 1
to MASTER 2, the procedure is as follows:
switch(Byte){
/* ------------------------------- VER IFY ADDRESS ES ---------------------------------- */
case waitForAddByte:
/* ------------------------------ SLAVE 1 ADD RESS --------------------------------------* /
if ( (ch»4 ) == SLAVE1 ) {
SLAVE1FLAG=TRUE;










II Wait for next byte
II Discard the message
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The source address (SLAVE1) is verified first by shifting the address byte by four
bits to the right. By masking the address byte with OFH gives the lowest nibble of
the byte which represents the destination address (MASTER2). If the address
byte is valid, the current state is set to waitForSequenceNumAndLength state for
the next byte (Byte=waitForSequenceNumAndLength) otherwise no further
message processing takes place. The message is discarded and the current





Figure 5.4: Process Message State Machine
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In waitForSequenceNumAndLength state the byte to be processed is assumed to
be the sequence number and the length of the message. This byte is processed
almost the same way as the address byte except that, to get the sequence
number the byte is shifted by six bits to the right and musked with 3FH to get the
length of the message. The message is discarded if the previous sequence
number is received and the previous message is retransmitted to resynchronize
with the sender. The current state is reset to waitForAddress state.
The value of the sequence number can either be 1 or 2. Initially the sequence
number is 1 and the sender increments it by one for a new message. If the
number reaches 2, it is reset to 1. The receiver acknowledges the receipt of
messages by echoing the sequence number. The number must be different from
the one previously stored. For the very first message, the receiver accepts any
number, 1 or 2 and stores it if the message is valid.
The message will also be discarded if an incorrect length is received and the
current state returns to waitForAddress state. The difference of RxLength minus
Overhead bytes gives the length of information data bytes. The length of the
message received is expected to be equal to this difference. Note that RxLength
is the total length of the received frame and overhead bytes. The overhead bytes
are the header and the footer of the frame. The header consists of two bytes and
one byte footer making a total of three overhead bytes of the frame. If the
sequence number and the message length are valid, the message length is
stored. The current state is advanced to waitForData state.
The waitForData state assumes the next coming bytes to be data information.
The state machine remains in this state receiving bytes that are equal to the
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length received in the previous state while calculating the checksum. The
checksum is calculated by XORing all data bytes. The data bytes are stored in
the buffer (aUF) and the current state move to waitForCheckSum state.
In the waitForCheckSum state the calculated checksum from the waitForData
state is compared with the received checksum to detect errors in the received
message. In the absence of errors the current state is reset to waitForAddress
state, ready for the next frame. If the difference between two checksums is not
zero, the message is discarded and the current state is advanced to
waitForAddress state. The zero difference between the two checksums implies
an error free or undetected error in the message.
The message is complete with the reception of EOM byte. The data bytes stored
in the waitForData state is passed to the verify_Msg (unsigned char c, unsigned
char *Message) function by procedure call verify_Msg(RxLength-Overheads,
&aUF). The verify_Msg(unsigned char c, unsigned char *Message) function
verifies the message by checking whether all the control bytes of the frame are
valid. The control bytes include the checksum, destination address, sequence
number and length. If all the four control bytes are valid, the received sequence
number is stored. The stored sequence number is used when processing the
next message to verify whether it is the previous message or the new message.
The verify_Msg function then passes the buffer (DataAvail) with data bytes by
procedure call Data_Avail(&DataAvail) to the higher layers. The Data_Avail
function is an interface function between higher layers and the data link layer for
the receiving node. The software programs are contained in Appendix B.
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5.3 Token Implementation
Two master nodes are responsible to generate a one byte long token with a
value of 16. A token frame has the same format as any message transmitted on
the network as shown in Figure 5.5 below. The message format is the same to
make the generation of frames and processing of messages standard for every






Figure 5.5: Token Frame
To generate the token, the two master nodes go through the process shown in
Figure 5.6 during reset. They both start their token timer and listen to whether
there are messages transmitted on the network. The time-outs for Master 1 and
Master 2 are 1.6 seconds and 3.2 seconds respectively. Under normal conditions
Master 1 timer expires first and then generates a token. After generating a token,
Master 1 waits for the 1-second message timer to expire.
As a result, the first message transmitted on the network by Master 1 will be after
2.6 seconds. Note that a 1-second message timer is an ADCS requirement and
not the protocol requirement. At this stage the bus is active and Master 2 stops
the token timer and becomes a slave node and monitors silence on the bus as
illustrated in Figure 5.6. In an event of silence for 3.2 seconds Master 2 will
generate a token.
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Figure 5.6: Token Generation
Upon completion of transmitting messages to the slave nodes, Master 1 notifies
Master 2 about the availability of a token by sending a Token Ready message.
The Token Ready message is a one byte long message and has the same
message format as the token. If Request tokenflag is set, Master 2 sends back a
Request Token message, otherwise it sends a Decline Token message as
shown in Figure 5.7. Request token flag is set if Master 2 has messages to send.
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Figure 5.7: Token Passing Flow Diagram
On receipt of a Request Token message, Master 1 then sends a token to Master
2 and loses mastership. Upon reception of a token, Master 2 then gains access
to transmit messages. Master 2 restarts the token passing process when it has
transmitted all its messages. Master 1 retains mastership if it receives a Decline
Token message.
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Token generation and passing implementation described above assumes that
the system operates under normal conditions. Token generation mechanism will
succeed if both master nodes are switched on at the same time. In the event
Master 1 is switched on 1.6 seconds later than Master 2 has been switched, both
masters will generate a token and transmit at the same time. Master 2 has less
token possession priority. While they are both transmitting, Master 2 keeps on
checking whether the duplicate flag is set. The duplicate flag is set if it receives
messages from the other master while it is transmitting. This event is
demonstrated in Figure 5.8. If the duplicate flag is set, the token is destroyed.
The process shown in Figure 5.8 will take place every-time when there is a
duplicate token on the network.





Figure 5.8: Duplicate Token
A token can get lost during token passing process. After sending a token, the
sender loses mastership without an acknowledgment of the successful arrival of
the token from the other master. As a result, a token will get lost if token
transmission is unsuccessful due to transmission errors or node failure. Lost
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token leads to network communication failure. To avoid the failure, the master
sending the token go through the token generation process illustrated in Figure
5.7. If the token is lost, it generates a new token.
5.4 Implementation Setup
The setup used for the development of software is shown in Figure 5.9 below.
The setup consists of three personal computers (PC) connected in an RS485 bus
network. The PC setup is used because it allows easy debugging of the source
code. Software testing is carried out by the insertion of probes into the program.





I RS485 BUS I
n
PC3
Figure 5.9: Implementation Setup
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The MAX232 was used to facilitate communication between RS232 driver of the
PC and the RS485 driver. The MAX232 converts the TTUCMOS input levels into
RS232 levels. Data sheets for the MAX232 and RS485 drivers are in appendix A.
A Topspeed C compiler was used to compile the source codes and generate the
executable files. PC 1 was used to run the executable file of the Master 1
program while PC 2 and PC 3 ran Slave 1 and Slave 2 executable files
respectively. PC 1 transmits messages over the network through the process
shown in Figure 5.10. To test communication between two masters, a Master 2
executable file is run on PC 2 with PC 3 running the Slave 1 program. The main
focus of testing communication between two masters was token passing and
generation.
Figure 5.10: PC Communication
After successful development of software on the PC, software was downloaded
onto the test board to do testing and to take measurements. The next chapter
describes how this was done.
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CHAPTER 6
6 Testing and Evaluation
Although testing will flush out errors, this is not the goal of testing [Lap97, p.263].
Testing can only detect the presence of errors, not the absence of them. The
goal of testing is to ensure that the software meets its requirements. To
determine whether the system provides all specified function. This chapter
focuses on the testing of the protocol described in chapter 4. The design details
of the test setup are presented.
6.1 Hardware
The network used for testing the protocol software consists of four nodes. The
microprocessor, data memory and the RS485 driver are the main components of
each node. The test board node is shown in Figure 6.1 and the whole test setup
and schematics of test board are contained in Appendix A. The following is the
description of the main components of the test board.
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• Microprocessor. The microprocessor on the node is an Atmel AT89s8252
clocked at 11.0592 MHz. It is compatible with the industry standard 80C51
instruction set and pin-outs. It is high performance CMOS 8-bit
microcomputer with 8k bytes of downloadable flash programmable and
erasable read only memory, and 2k bytes of EEPROM. The ATMEL
AT89s8252 is a powerful microcomputer that provides a highly flexible and
cost effective solutions to many embedded control applications. The on chip
downloadable program flash allows program memory to be reprogrammed
through the SPI serial Interface or by conventional nonvolatile memory
programmer.
• Data memory. A volatile Hitachi HM62265B SRAM is used to store data. It is
a CMOS static 32KB 8-bit RAM with a low operating current of 33mA
maximum and standby current of 0.2 ~ typical.
• RS485 Driver. The data interface is an RS485 transceiver that facilitates
communication between communicating nodes. The DS75176B used is a
high speed differential high impedance bus/line transceiver and has the
following main features:
i. Meets EIA standards RS485 multi-point bus transmission and compatible
with RS422.
ii. Common mode range permits +/-7V ground difference between devices on
the bus.
iii. Combined impedance of driver and receiver output is less than one RS485
unit load, allowing up to 32 transceiver on the bus.
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Figure 6.1: Test Board
6.2 System Integration
The goal of integration in real time systems is to unite the parts of the system to
create the larger whole in a way that conforms to response-time constraints
[Lap97, p302]. Although the hardware and software have been tested and
verified separately, the overall timing behavior of the system cannot be tested
until the parts are integrated. This section describes the software and hardware
integration.
A Topspeed C compiler that was used for the development software in the
previous chapter assumes the target platform to be the PC. To test software on
the test boards shown in Figure 6.1, Keil C compiler was used to generate code
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for such hardware platform. Keil C compiler is a Windows-based environment
that takes advantage of all the tools available to minimize the time and effort
required during software development [Sch98, p6].
However several alterations were made to the software developed with the
Topspeed C compiler. The initialization of communication ports were changed
because the serial port registers of the PC are different from the ATMEl
A89s5282 registers. A serial interrupt service routine and the timer interrupt
service routines were also changed to comply with the ATMEl processor. P1.3 of
the ATMEl processor was used to enable and disable the driver and the rest of
the software was left unchanged. New software versions were compiled with the
Keil C compiler taking advantage of efficient software development where source
code can easily be reused as new assignments come along.
Software programs were downloaded from the development environment to the
target boards. A PC based programmer (Pony Programmer) was used to
program the processor through the SPI serial interface. The on chip
downloadable program flash of Atmel AT89s8252 allows program memory to be
reprogrammed through that interface.
6.3 Test Description and Fault Injection
Messages transmitted on the network are broadcast. The broadcast
communication bus has the advantage that all messages on the bus can be
observed by a non-intrusive test monitor. Figure 6.2 shows the diagnostic PC
connected to the bus to monitor the activities on the network. Appendix A
contains the software program running on the PC.
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Communication Bus
Figure 6.2: Diagnostic Node
Fault injection is the intentional activation of faults by hardware or software
means to be able to observe the system operation under fault conditions [Kop97,
p253]. Fault injection serves two purposes during system evaluation:
• Testing and debugging. Under normal operation, faults are rare events that
occur only infrequently.
• Dependability forecasting.
To test whether the protocol can recover from transmission errors, physical level
faults and software-implemented faults were injected.
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6.3.1 Physical Fault Injection
During physical fault injection the target hardware is subjected to adverse
physical phenomena that interfere with the correct operation of the node. A node
running the Master 1 program was switched off while in possession of the token.
The token is lost as a result of this deliberate action. Master 2 is then expected to
generate a new token and continue with normal operations. The Master 1 node is
switched on again and automatically becomes a slave node since the Master 2
node will be in possession of token.
The process was repeated but this time by completely disconnecting Master 1
from the network instead of switching the Master 1 node off. Master 2 becomes a
master while Master 1 keeps on transmitting message without receiving
responses since it is not on the network. Effectively Master 1 is also in
possession of the token. By reconnecting Master 1 on the network, both masters
are in possession of the token. Duplicate token leads to message collision and
creates deadlocks. Master 2 with less priority of token mastership becomes a
slave node leaving one token on the network.
6.3.2 Software-Implemented Fault Injection
In software-implemented fault injection, errors are seeded into the software
program. These seeded errors mimic the effects of design faults in the software.
For instance, instead of transmitting a calculated checksum byte, a wrong
checksum byte can be transmitted thus creating an incorrect message. The
receiving node discards incorrect messages and sends a negative
acknowledgment. Upon receipt of negative acknowledgement, the transmitting
master is expected to retransmit the message.
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Switching or disconnecting a node from the network or simply assigning it an
unknown address by software means, creates a faulty node. The node becomes
faulty in a sense that, the transmitting master will not receive response messages
from this particular node for a specified number of times.
6.4 Measurements and Results
Measurements were done with the basic two-channel digital real time
oscilloscope (Tektronix, TOS 210). A probe statement was inserted into a
software program to toggle a bit. An execution period of a function can be
measured using a typical probe statement as illustrated in code extract below.
/*------ ------------------------- -------- - LOAD MESSAG ES ---- --------------------- ------ -------- -"'I
void loadMsg(unsigned char "'Oata){





Test=FALSE; IlTest= Pin 1.3
}
}
/"-- -- -- -- -- ----- -- -- --- -- -- ----- -- -- -- ---- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ----- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- ---- -- --- -- ---- -- -- ""I
The time difference is measured at pin 1.3 of a microprocessor with an
oscilloscope probe. The time difference is the approximate time the loadMsg
(unsigned char *Oata) function takes to execute. The measurement results
presented in this section were obtained using the same technique. Most of the
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measurements taken were influenced by the current operations of SUNSAT
ADCS.
6.4.1 Results
The results listed in Table 6.1 were obtained to determine the communication
period between two nodes at 9600-baud rate. The data bytes used during these
measurements were taken from Table 1.1. These are the data bytes used by the
current ADCS. An assumption was also made that, for a distributed system some
data bytes will be reduced in the sense that each interface data will be collected
independently. For example 46 bytes of sensor data transmitted by ICP to the
ACP/OBC's every second, includes the following:
Magnetometer Data = 8 bytes.
Horizon Sensor Data = 4 bytes.
Sun Sensor = 2 bytes.
16 channel AID converter Data = 16 bytes.
Reaction Wheel Speed and Reference Counter Data = 16 bytes.
Table 6.1: Communication Period.
No. of Bytes No. of Bytes
Description Transmitted Received Period Units
Master - Slave 1 01 08 22.3 ms
Master - Slave 2 01 04 18.3 ms
Master - Slave 3 01 02 14.6 ms
Master - Slave 4 08 16 41.3 ms
Master - Slave 5 01 16 40.1 ms
Master - Slave 6 02 01 18.6 ms
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General measurements were made to assess the network performance. The
results of these measurements are listed in Table 6.2 and 6.3. The results in
Table 6.2 were obtained for transmission of message onto the network only. The
purpose of this measurement was to determine the period of forming the
message frame and sending it.
Table 6.2: Frame Forming Period.
Description No. of Bytes Period Units
Short Message 01 6.6 ms
Average Message 32 42.9 ms
Long Message 63 78.8 ms
The results listed in Table 6.3 were obtained to determine the period of
retransmission of messages.
Table 6.3: Retransmission Period.
Description Rtx = 1 Rtx = 2 Rtx = 3 Units
Minimum Message 120 240 360 ms
Average Message 155 310 465 ms
Maximum Message 190 380 570 ms
Using the Long message (63 bytes) on both the requesting node and the replying
node the following results were obtained:
1. The time the requesting node has to wait before retransmission = 92 ms.
2. The total communication period between the nodes = 176 ms.
Successful transmission and passing of a token = 920 ms.
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6.4.2 Transfer Rates
The maximum transfer rate is a function of transmission speed and the number
of nodes on the network. Consider results in Table 6.1, if the ACP as the master
node request sensor data at 9600 bits/sec from magnetometer, horizon and sun
sensors as slave nodes (see Figure 6.3 below), then the maximum transfer rate
of each slave node is as follows:
The total transmission time = 55.2 ms
Slave 1 = 144 bytes/sec
Slave 2 = 72 bytes/sec
Slave 3 = 36 bytes/sec
9600b its/sec
I MASTER I
I SLAVE 1 I
8 Bytes in 223ms
I SLA VE 2 I I SLA VE 3 I
04 Bytes in 18.3ms 02 Bytes in 14.6ms
Figure 6.3: Transfer Rates
Increasing the number of nodes on the network decrease the maximum transfer
data rates. If slave 4 is added to the network and transmitting 16 bytes in 41.3
milliseconds (see Table 6.1), then the maximum transfer rate for each node is as
follows:
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The total transmission time = 96.5
Slave 1 = 80 bytes/sec
Slave 2 = 40 bytes/sec
Slave 3 = 20 bytes/sec
Slave 4 = 160 bytes/sec
Thus the number of the nodes on the network affect the data rates.
6.4.3 Memory Loading
With memory becoming denser and cheaper, memory-loading analysis has
become less of a concern [Lap97, p.234]. Still, its efficient use is important in
satellite systems where power and cost are important limiting factors. However,
this section only determines how much memory was used and not how efficiently
it was used. The total memory-loading is typically the sum of the individual
memory-loading for the program, stack, and RAM areas [Lap97, p.235]. That is,
M T =M p P, +M R.PR +M s.Ps +M EXT ,PEXT
(2)
where Mr is the total memory loading, M», MR, M, and MEXr are the memory
loading for the program, RAM, stack areas, and external memory respectively,
and P», PR" P» and PEXT are the percentages of total memory allocated for the
program, RAM, stack areas and external memory respectively. The total memory
loading was calculated to be 0.1% from the total memory of 41 kilobytes. This
implies that there was more memory available than required.
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6.5 Evaluation
In the current ADCS, reaction wheels are commanded and ADCS sensors are
read by the ICP every second, and sensor data is transmitted to the ACP/OBC's
by the ICP. After ten seconds, the magnetic torquers are commanded. Consider
results in Table 6.1 and assume the following:
Slave 1 represents magnetometer.
Slave 2 represents Horizon Sensor.
Slave 3 represents Sun Sensor.
Slave 4 represents Reaction Wheel.
Slave 5 represents 16-channel AID converter
Slave 6 represents magnetic torquers.
The process of communication between the master node and slave nodes (1-5)
which is performed every second takes about 136.6 ms. The timing diagram
shown in Figure 6.4 illustrates this process.
After every ten seconds, two bytes of control data are transmitted to the magnetic
torquers. Magnetic torquers respond by sending a one-byte long
acknowledgement message. The results in Table 6.1 (Master-Slave6) shows
that, it takes about 18.6 ms to complete this process without transmission errors.
The total communication time between the master node and six slave nodes is
115.2 ms. This will allow the ACP to collect sensor data,16 channel AID
converter data, and reaction wheel speed and reference data within a second. It
will also send command data for reaction wheel and magnetic torquers within the
same time.
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Figure 6.4: Message Timing Diagram
The message frame for all messages transmitted on the network has five
overhead bytes. The message transmission efficiency on the network is 94%,
86% and 20% for the long, average and short messages respectively.
In conclusion, the results obtained in this section have shown that the functional
requirements of the current ADCS are met. For instance, it takes a master node
about 136.6 ms to communicate with five slave nodes, which is within the one
second period specified for the system. This leaves enough time for the master
to send command data to magnetic torquers and to receive back an
acknowledgement every ten seconds. Furthermore the general network
performance results are provided, which include frame forming periods and





7 Conclusion and Future Research
A communication protocol for a distributed system was designed. The distributed
nature of the system coupled with the need for half-duplex communications
resulted in a set of procedure rules to facilitate the exchange of messages
between different nodes. The layering model (OSI) was used to separate various
functions of the protocol into layers to define what functions are to be performed
and what the interfaces are between these functions.
The two lower layers of the OSI reference model were implemented. i.e. the data
link and physical layers. Error detection in the form of LRC and error control such
as retransmissions were implemented on the data link layer to ensure reliable
transfer of data. The physical layer is mainly concerned with the addition of
delimiters to frames to allow message recognition at the receiving end.
The design done here can be considered functionally adequate for the
application. The protocol specifications described in chapter 4 are met. The




demonstrated during testing. It meets the reliability requirement of the ADCS
system by recovering from transmission errors through retransmission of
messages, detecting duplicate messages and token, and detecting faulty nodes
on the network. The protocol also implements two master nodes to enhance
reliability. If one master fails, the other master takes over control of the network.
The protocol allows the addition of new nodes on the network without changing
the system architecture. This feature is advantageous for the design of a new
satellite with a new interface to be added on the system. For instance a star
sensor node can be added to the network without changing the architecture of
the network. In the current integrated architecture of the ADCS it is difficult to add
a new node without changing the whole system architecture.
A design can never be seen as optimal in all senses. The protocol design
presented in this thesis form the bases for future designers as to how they think it
can be better optimized or even redesigned radically. For instance, the
transmission of a one byte long message has an efficiency of 20%. This is due to
the number of overhead bytes appended on the message frame. The most
affected messages are token ready message, token request and decline token
message, and the token. An investigation on how to improve the data efficiency
should be carried out.
One of the limitations of the protocol is the implementation of detecting a
duplicate token efficiently. The process of detecting a duplicate token is difficult
to implement. When both masters are transmitting simultaneously, collisions
occur and as a result the messages are unrecognizable. Since the master with
less priority detects a duplicate token when it receives messages from the other




messages. However this process becomes possible while the master with less
priority is in a wait for acknowledgement state and there is no collision between
the other master and the responding slave node. Focus should be on this area
during the future development and implementation of this protocol.
Further more, although not likely, if the nodes have to be increased to more than
16, two address bytes will be needed. One byte for the source address and the
other for the destination address, thus increasing the number of overhead bytes.
Another limitation of the protocol is that, the nodes can transmit a maximum 63
bytes of data. If more than 63 bytes is to be transmitted, the sequence number
and length field byte should be separated into two bytes. Then, the maximum
length of the message will be 28 = 256. Alternatively a windowing mechanism can
be implemented in the protocol. Finally, the protocol can be redesign to support a
dual bus network thus making it more reliable.
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Appendix A
A. Protocol Test Setup and Data Sheets
A.1 Test Setup
Four identical test boards were connected in an RS485 bus network as shown in
Figure A.1 below. The main components of the boards are the ATMEl
AT89s5282 microprocessor, Hitachi HM62265B SRAM and OS75176B RS485
transceiver. A PC was connected in the network as non-intrusive device to
monitor the network activities. It was mainly for diagnostic purposes and the
software used for this purpose is presented in section A.2
Figure A. 1. Protocol Test Setup
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A.2 Diagnostic Source Code
This section consists of the Diagnostic Source code. It was generated with a
Topspeed C compiler. The source code was used to monitor the activities of the
proposed ADCS bus network.
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1* Name: (NWM.C), Diagnostic Program
Descr: This program monitors the activities of the RS485 Bus Network.










#define MASTER I I
#define MASTER2 2

















1* COMI Serial Port Base Address *1
1* Serial Interrupt Vector Address *1
1* Timer Interrupt Vector Address *1
1* Start of Frame *1
1* End of Frame */
1* Masterl Address *1
1* Master2 Address *1
1* SLAVEl Address *1
1* SLAVE2 Address *1
1* SLAVE3 Address *1
1* SLAVE4 Address *1
1* SLAVE5 Address *1
1* Caps A *1
1* Caps B *1
1* Caps C *1
1* Caps D */
1* Acknowledgement *1
1* Negative Acknowledgement *1
1* Token Message *1
1* Token Available Message *1
1* Token Acknowledgement *1
1* Negative Token Acknowledgement *1
1* Define Buffer Length *1




#define linchar unsigned char





boolean MASTER IFLAG,MASTER2FLAG,SLA VE IFLAG;
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boolean NO_ERRFLAG,VALID_LENGTH;
boolean Msg_ ok,txflag,spflagl ,GotSTX,Run _Timer,Time _Out;
unchar RxLength,RxCheckSum;
unchar rbin,rbout,fin;
1*---------------------- Define States and Events ------------------*1
enum States {Idle,ProcMsg};
enum Events {noEvent,RcvMsg};





FILE *fp; II Declare File Pointer
1*---------------------- Define Interrupt Vector Pointer -----------*1
void (interrupt far *old)O;
1*-------------------- Serial Interrupt Service Routine -------------*1







1* Reset 8259 *1























1*------------------------ Wait For Message ------------------------ *I
















II Write Received Bytes to the File
1*------------------------- Process Message ------------------------ *I









1*----------------------- Veri fy Source Address --------------------- *I
case waitForAddByte:
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------
Master I Messages to other Nodes on the network.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *I
if(ch»4==MASTER I){
printf("SOURCE ADD = %d MASTERI\n",ch»4);
if((ch&OxOt)==MASTER2) {

























printf("DEST ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOf);
Byte=endLoop;
printf("------- TNVALiD DATA -------\n");




Master 2 Messages to other Nodes on the network.
---------------------------------------------------------------------*I
else if(ch»4==MASTER2){
printf("SOURCE ADD = %d MASTER2\n",ch»4);
if(( ch&OxOf)=MASTER I) {

























printf("DEST ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOt);
Byte=endLoop;





Slave I Messages to other Nodes on the network.
---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
else if(ch»4==SLAVEI){
printf("SOVRCE ADD = %d SLAVEI\n",ch»4);
if«ch&OxOt)=MASTERI){








printf("DEST ADD = %d VNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOt);
Byte=endLoop;





Slave 2 Messages to other Nodes on the network.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- */
else if(ch»4=SLAVE2){
printf("SOURCE ADD = %d SLAVE2\n",ch»4);
if«ch&OxOt)=MASTER I){









printf("DEST ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOf);
Byte=endLoop;
printf("------- INVALID DATA -------\n ");




Slave 3 Messages to other Nodes on the network.
---------------------------------------------------------------------*I
else if(ch»4==SLA VE3){
printf("SQURCE ADD = %d SLAVE3\n",ch»4);
if«ch&OxOf)=MASTERI){















Slave 4 Messages to other Nodes on the network.
---------------------------------------------------------------------*I
else if(ch»4==SLA VE4){
printf("SOURCE ADD = %d SLAVE4\n",ch»4);
if«ch&OxOf)=MASTER I){








printf("DEST ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOf);
Byte=endLoop;






Slave 5 Messages to other Nodes on the network.
--------------------------------------------------------------------*1
else if(ch»4==SLAVE5){
printf("SOURCE ADD = %d SLAVE5\n",ch»4);
if((ch&OxOt)=MASTERl){








printf("DEST ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch&OxOt);
Byte=endLoop;





printf("SOURCE ADD = %d UNKNOWN\n",ch«4);
Byte=endLoop;




1*----------------------- Verify Source Address --------------------- *1
case waitForSequenceNurnAndLength:
1*------------------------------- Veri fy Sequence Num ber ------------ *1
if((ch»6=1)II(ch»6=2)){
printf("SEQUENCE NUMBER = %d\n",ch»6);
if((ch&Ox3t)=( c-overheads)) {
Byte=waitForData;
printf("MESSAGE LENGTH = %d\n",ch&Ox3t);
printf("----------- DATA -----------\n");
}
1*----------------------- Inval id Length ----------------------------*1
else{
Byte=endLoop;
printf("MESSAGE LENGTH = %d rNVALJD\n",ch&Ox3t);




1*----------------------- Unexpected SeqL1enceNumber ----------------- '"1
else{
8yte=endLoop;
printf("SEQUENCE NUMBER = %d UNEXPECTED SEQUENCE NUMBER\n",ch»6);
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printf("------- INVALID DATA -------\n");
printf(" ***** ** *** ** ** ****** *** *****\0 ");
}
break;





if(ch==TOKENREADY)printf("Token Ready Message %c",ch);
else if(ch=TACK)printf("***Token Requested*** %c",ch);
else if(ch=TOKEN)printf("Token SEND!! %c",ch);
else if(ch=ACK)printf("Acknowledged %c",ch);
else if(ch=NACK)printf("--Acknowledged-- %c",ch);










prin tf(" ---------------------------- \n ");




1*------------------------ Veri fy Checksum ----------------------------*1
case waitForChecksum:
if(ch==RxCheckSum){
printf("CHECKSUM = %d VAUD\n",ch);




printf("CHECKSUM = %d [NVALlD\n",ch);




1*-------------------------- END LOOP --------------------------------- *I
case endLoop:
Byte=endLoop;







1*------------------------ Initialization ----------------------------- *1
void init O{
outportb (PORTI+3, OX80);
outportb ( PORT I+0, OXOC);
outportb ( PORT I+ I, OXOO);
outportb (PORTI+3, OX07);
outportb ( PORTI +4, OXOA);
outportb (PORTI+I, OXOI );
old = getvect (INTVECT);
setvect(INTVECT,PORTI INT);
outportb(OX21 ,(inportb(OX21 )&OXEF»;
1* Initialize Port *1
1* Select Baud Rate Registers (9600)*1
1* 8 Bits/Char, 2 Stop Bits, No Parity *1
1*OUT2 for interrupts to 8259 *1
1* Enable interrupts *1
1* Save Old Interrupt Vector *1
1* Set Serial Port Vector to Service Routine *1
1* Enable PIC *1







printf(" State is ldle<>Rx MODE\n");
printf(" Waiting For Data \n\n");
1*Open File *1

















1*---------------------- END OF STATES ---------------------------------*1
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if(kbhit()){ /* Ifkeypressed */
c=getcht); /* Read the key */
fclose(fp); /* Close the file*/
}
}while(c!=27);
outportb(OX21 ,(inportb(OX21 )IOXI0)); /* Mask IRQ using PIC */
setvect(lNTVECT,old); /* Restore Old Interrupt Vector */
}
/*============= END OF PROGRAM */
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A.3 Schematics
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A.4 Data Sheets
This section contains the data sheet of the main components of the test boards.
ATMEL A89s5282 microprocessor, the Hitachi HM62265B SRAM and a
OS75176 RS485 transceiver. It also consists of the MAX 232.
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Features
• Compatible with MCS-51"Products
• 8K bytes of In-System Reprogrammable Downloadable Flash Memory
- SPI Serial Interface for Program Downloading
- Endurance: 1,000Write/Erase Cycles
• 2K bytes EEPROM
- Endurance: 100,000Write/Erase Cycles
• 4.0V to 6V Operating Range
• Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz
• Three-Level Program Memory Lock
• 256 x 8 bit Internal RAM
• 32 Programmable I/O Lines
• Three 16 bit Timer/Counters
• Nine Interrupt Sources
• Programmable UART Serial Channel
• SPI Serial Interface
• Low Power Idle and Power Down Modes
• Interrupt Recovery From Power Down
• Programmable Watchdog Timer
• Dual Data Pointer
• Power Off Flag
Description
The AT89S8252 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with
8K bytes of Downloadable Flash programmable and erasable read only memory and
2K bytes of EEPROM. The device is manufactured using Atmel's high density nonvol-
atile memory technology and is compatible with the industry standard 80C51 instruc-
tion set and pinout. The on-chip Downloadable Flash allows the program memory to
be reprogrammed in-system through an SPI serial interface or by a conventional non-
volatile memory programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with Downloadable
Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89S8252 is a powerful microcomputer which
provides a highly flexible and cost effective solution to many embedded control appli-
cations.
The AT89S8252 provides the following standard features: 8K bytes of Downloadable
Flash, 2K bytes of EEPROM, 256 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, programmable watch-
dog timer, two Data Pointers, three 16-bit timer/counters, a six-vector two-level inter-
rupt architecture, a full duplex serial port, on-chip oscillator, and clock circuitry. In
addition, the AT89S8252 is designed with static logic for operation down to zero fre-
quency and supports two software selectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode
stops the CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port, and interrupt sys-
tem to continue functioning. The Power Down Mode saves the RAM contents but
freezes the oscillator, disabling all other chip functions until the next interrupt or hard-
ware reset.
The Downloadable Flash can be changed a single byte at a time and is accessible
through the SPI serial interface. Holding RESET active forces the SPI bus into a serial
programming interface and allows the program memory to be written to or read from
















The Hitachi HM62256B Series is a CMOS static RAM organized 32,768-word x 8-bit. It realizes higher
performance and low power consumption by employing 0.8 urn Hi-CMOS process technology. The
device, packaged in 8 x 14 mm TSOP, 8 x 13.4 mm TSOP with thickness of 1.2 mm, 450 mil SOP (foot
print pitch width), 600 mil plastic DIP, or 300 mil plastic DIP, is available for high density mounting. It
offers low power standby power dissipation; therefore, it is suitable for battery backup systems.
Features
• Single 5.0 V supply: 5.0 V ± 10%
• Access time: 55 ns/70 ns/85 ns (max)
• Power dissipation:
- Active: 25 mW (typ) (f = I MHz)
- Standby: 1.0 J.lW (typ)
• Completely static memory
- No clock or timing strobe required
• Equal access and cycle times
• Common data input and output
- Three state output
• Directly TTL compatible all inputs and outputs
• Battery backup operation
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f"""-Llnet\.~D LT_C485
~, TECHNOLOGY Low Power RS485
Interface Transceiver
FEATURES
• Low Power: Icc = 300~ Typ
• Designed for RS485 Interface Applications
• Single 5V supply
• -7V to 12V Bus Common-Mode Range Permits
±7V Ground Difference Between Devices on the Bus
• Thermal Shutdown Protection
• Power-Up/Down Glitch-Free Driver Outputs
Permit Live Insertion or Removal of Transceiver
• Driver Maintains High Impedance in Three-State
or with the Power Off
• Combined Impedance of a Driver Output and
Receiver Allows Up to 32 Transceivers on the Bus
• 70mV Typical Input Hysteresis
• 30ns Typical Driver Propagation Delays
with 5ns Skew
• Pin Compatible with the SN75176A, DS75176A
and ~96176
APPLICATions
• Low Power RS485/RS422 Transceiver
• Level Translator
DESCRIPTion
The LTC485 is a low power differential bus/line transceiver
designed for multipoint data transmission standard RS485
applications with extended common-mode range (12V to
-7V). It also meets the requirements of RS422.
The CMOS design offers significant power savings over its
bipolar counterpart without sacrificing ruggedness against
overload of ESD damage.
The driver and receiver feature three-state outputs, with
the driver outputs maintaining high impedance over the
entire common-mode range. Excessive power dissipation
caused by bus contention or faults is prevented by a
thermal shutdown circuit which forces the driver outputs
into a high impedance state.
The receiver has a fail-safe feature which guarantees a
high output state when the inputs are left open.
The LTC485 is fully specified over the commercial and























The MAX220-MAX249 tamily of line drivers/receivers is
intended for all EIA/TIA-232E and V,28/V,24 communica-
tions interfaces, particularly applications where ± 12V is
not available,
These parts are especially useful in battery-powered sys-
tems, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces
power dissipation to less than 5[JW The MAX225,
MAX233, MAX235, and MAX245/MAX246/MAX247 use
no external components and are recommended for appli-
cation where printed circuit board space is critical.
______________ Features
Superior to Bipolar
• Operate from Single +5V Power Supply
(+5V and +12V-MAX231/MAX239)
• Low-Power Receive Mode in Shutdown
(MAX223/MAX242)
• Meet All EIAfTIA-232E and V.28 Specifications
• Multiple Drivers and Receivers
• 3-State Driver and Receiver Outputs
• Open-Line Detection (MAX243)
Ordering Information__________ Applications
PART TEMP. RANGE PIN-PACKAGE
MAX220(PE 0'( to +70'( 16 Plastic DIP
MAX220(SE 0'( to +70'( 16 Narrow SO
MAX220(WE 0'( to +70'( 16 Wide SO
MAX220(/D 0"( to +70'( Dice'
MAX220EPE ·40'( to +85'( 16 Plastic DIP
MAX220ESE -40'( to +85'( 16 Narrow SO
MAX220EWE ·40'( to +85'( 16 Wide SO
MAX220EJE ·40'( to +85'( 16 (ERDIP






Ordering Information continued at end of data sheet.
'Contact factory for dice specifications,
__________________________ ~SelectionTable
Power No. of Nominal SHDN Rx
Part Supply RS·232 No. of Cap. Value & Three- Active in Data Rate
Number IV) DriverS/Rx Ext. Caps II F) State SHDN (kbps) Features
MIIX220 +5 212 1 4.7110 No - 120 Ullra·low-power, industry·standard plnout
MIIX222 +5 212 1 0,1 Yes - 200 tow-power shutdown
MIIX223 (MIIX213) +5 115 4 1,0 (0 1) Yes v 120 MAX241 and receivers active in shutdown
MIIX225 15 5/5 0 - Yes V 120 Available In SO
MAX230 (MIIX200) +5 510 4 1,0 (0,1) Yes - 120 5 drivers willl sbuidown
MIIX231 (MIIX201) f 5 anel 212 2 10(0,1) No - 120 Stancard +51+12V or battery supplies;
+7,5 to +13,2 same functions as MAX232
MIIX232 (MIIX202) +5 2/2 4 10 (0 1) No - 120 (64) InduSlry standaro
MIIX23211 +5 2/2 4 0,1 No - 200 Higher slew rate. small caps
MIIX233 (MIIX203) +5 2/2 0 - No - 120 No external caps
MAX23311 .·5 2/2 0 - No - 200 No external caps, Iliqh slew rate
MIIX234 (MAX204) +5 1/0 1 1,0 (0,1) No - 120 Replaces 11BB
MIIX235 (MAX205) If) 5/5 0 - Yes - 120 No externai caps
MIIX236 (MIIX206) +5 1/3 4 10 (0 1) Yes - 120 Stunoown. trree state
MAX237 (MAX207) +5 5/3 4 1,0 (0,1) No - 120 Complements IBM PC serial port
MIIX23B (MIIX208) .5 4/1 4 10 (0 1) No - 120 Replaces 14BB and 1489
MAX239 (MAX209) t 5 and 3/5 2 10 (0 1) No - 120 Standard +5/+12V or battery supplies;
+7,5 to +13,2 single·package solUIion lor IBM PC serial port
MIIX240 +5 5/5 4 1,0 Yes - 120 DIP or uatpack package
MIIX241 (MIIX211) +5 4/5 4 1,O{0,1) Yes - 120 Complete IBM PC serial port
MIIX242 is 2/2 4 0,1 Yes v 200 Separate shUldown and enable
MIIX213 +5 2/2 4 0,1 No - 200 Open-line detection simplifies cabling
MIIX244 +5 B/l0 4 1,0 No - 120 High slew rate
MIIX245 .5 B/l0 0 - Yes V 120 High slew rate. lnt. caps, IWOsnotdowr- modes
MAX246 +-5 B/l0 0 - Yes v 120 High slew rate, inl caps, Ihree snotoown modes
MIIX247 + 5 8/9 0 - Yes v 120 High slew rate, inl. caps, nine operauoq modes
MIIX24B .5 BIB 4 1,0 Yes V 120 Hiqh slew rate, selective hall-chip enables
MIIX249 +5 6110 4 1.0 Yes v 120 Available In quad natpack packaqe
____________________________ Maxim Integrated Products 1
For free samples & the latest literature: http://www.maxim-ic.com. or phone 1-800-998-8800.
For small orders, phone 408-737-7600 ext. 3468.
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Appendix B
B. Protocol Source Code
The protocol source code was generated with the Keil C compiler. It consists of
Master node and Slave node codes.
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1* Name: (MASTERI.C), Serial Communication on RS485 Bus Network
Descr: The protocol software code for the Master Nodes.
-------------------- ----------- -------------- ------------------ -------------------------*I
# include <At89x52.h>
1* ------------------- Define Constants --------------------------------------------- *I

























1* START of Frame *1
1* END of Frame *1
1* Masterl Address *1
1* Master2 Address *1
1* SLAVEl Address *1
1* SLAVE2 Address *1
1* SLAVE3 Address *1
1* SLAVE4 Address *1
1* SLAVE5 Address *1
1* Caps A *1
1* Caps B *1
1* Caps C *1




1* Token Acknowledgement *1
1* Request Sensor Data *1
1* Negative Token Acknowledgement *1
1* Negative Acknowledgement*1
1* Define Buffer Length *1
1* Define Overheads Length *1
1* Define Token Frame Size *1
1* Define Token Frame Size *1
#define TRUE 1
#detine FALSE 0
#define TxEnable PI 2
#define Test PI 3
#define unchar unsigned char
#define FOREVER for (;;) II Endless loop








unchar xdata APPLlCA TlON[SIZE];
unchar TOKENBUF[2];
1*------------------------ Simulate Data ----------------------------- *I
unchar R_SensorData[]= {"SENSOR"};








bit TXFLAG,NO _ERRFLAG,T ACKFLAG,TOKENFLAG,TOKENREADYFLAG,SENDTOKENFLAG;
bit MTFLAG,BUS_ACTIYE,VALID _LENGTH,Y ALID_SEQUENCENUM,TXMODE;
bit ReTxFLAG,Msg_ ok,slipflag,GotSTX,Time _Out.TokenOut;
bit RlIn_Timer,Msg_ Timer,Token _Timer,Data _ReadyFlag,Node_Faulty;
bit S I_Faulty,S2_Falllty,S3 _Faulty,S4_Faulty,S5 _Faulty,M2_Faulty;
bit Send_S I,Send_S2,Send_S3,Send_S4,Send_S5,Send_M2;
1*------------------------------ Counters ----------------------------- *I
unchar Length,RxLength,TimerCount,RtxCount,AddCollnt;
unchar AddNlIm,Sendto,LastMsg,rbin,rbollt,fin;




1*---------------------------- Define States & Even ts ------------------*1
enurn States { Idle,RtxMsg,ProcMsg,WaitForAck};









1*================= 10ms TIMER INTERRUPT ============*1






II I 's complement of IOms/[(1 IFosc)*6]
II =[THO,TLO].Fosc= 11.0592MHz=>[OxDC,OxOO]
II Restart TimerO.










1*-------------------------------Is & lOs MESSAGE TIMER --------------- *I
II Start ACK Timer
II Increment Timer Counter
II Reset Timer Counter
II Set Time-Out Flag








TenSecond=O; II Reset TenSecond Counter




II Start Message Timer
II Increment Second Counter
II Reset Second Counter
II Set Second Flag
II Increment TenSecond Counter









II Start Token Timer
II Increment Second Counter
II Reset TokenCounter Counter
II Set Token Time out flag
1*=================== SERIAL INTERRUPT ========*1


















I I Set Clear Flag
I*============~~= DE-SLIP RX DATA ===
Identifies byte sequences and replaces them,i.e <65><66> by <SOM>,





















1*================ WAIT FOR MESSAGES ========
Identify and Strips the SOM and EOM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I















1* PROCESS MESSAGES == ======
Strips the Header and the Footer
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I
void ProcessMsg(unchar c, unchar *Message){
unchar i=O; II Reset Counters
uncharj=O;
RxCheckSum=O;






1*------------------------------- Veri fy Addresses --------------------- *I
case waitForAddByte:














































































/*------------------- Verify Sequence Number and Length ----------------*/
case waitForSequenceNumAndLength:
if«ch»6=1 )11(ch»6==2)){














/*------------------- Verify Message Sequence Number and Length --------*/
else if(ch»6=TxSequenceNum){
VALlD _ SEQUENCENUM=TRU E;
















































1*=================== RX APPLICA nON LAYER










Verifies the Processed Message
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

















































II Pass Data to Application Layer






II Wait For Successful Transmission of a byte
1* SLIP DATA BYTES





























/*=========--========== MESSAGE FRAME =====,===
Make Frame
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void makeFrame(unchar c,unchar *Message){
unchar i;
TxCheckSum=fin=O; // Reset Counters
if(Send_SI)TXBUF[fin++)=(MASTERI«4)ISLA VEl;
else if(Send_S2)TXBUF[fin++)=(MASTERI «4)ISLA VE2;
else if(Send_S3)TXBUF[fin++)=(MASTERl «4)ISLA VE3;
else if(Send _S4)TXBUF[ fin++ )=(MASTER 1«4)ISLA YE4;
else if(Send_S5)TXBUF[fin++)=(MASTERI «4)ISLA YE5;
else if(Send_M2)TXBUF[fin++)=(MASTERl «4)IMASTERl;
TXBUF[ fin++ )=(TxSeqllenceNum«6)lc;








/*=============== LOAD MESSAGES =======~~
Calculates Message Length and Updates Sequence Number
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void loadlvlsgtunchar c.unchar ch,unchar *Data){
Length=O;
if«c= I)&&(!S I_Faulty)) {Send_S I=TRUE;TxSeqllenceNum=SN I;}
else if«c=2)&&(!S2_Faulty)) {Send_S2=TRUE;TxSequenceNum=SN2;}
else if«c=3)&&(!S3_Faulty)) {Send_S3=TRUE;TxSequenceNum=SN3; }
else if«c=4)&&(!S4_Faulty)) {Send_S4=TRUE;TxSequenceNum=SN4 ;}









/*================== TX APPLICATION LAYER ==--========









































1* JNITLALIZA nON ====*1
void Main_lnit (void){
TMOD=Ox21; II Timer Mode Select register.
II TimerO in mode I = 16bit timer.
II Gate-control via TRO. Timer-mode
II Input from internal system clock.
II Gate-control via TRO. Timer-mode
II Input from internal system clock.
119600 baud 11.05920 MHz
II Start TimerO & Tirner l .
II Enable Receiver
II Enable interrupts
II generation on the uP (IE).
II I 's complement of IOms/[(I/Fosc)*6]
II =[THO,TLO].Fosc=II.0592MHz=>[OxDC,OxOO]








SN I=SN2=SN3=SN4=SN 5= I ;
Byte=wai tF orAddByte;
}
II Initialize Pointers,Counters & Flags *
I*==========~~== 'MAJN FUNCTION ===.














lDLE STATE === =========*1































1*----- ---- ----- ------ ----- -----TXMODE--------- ----------- ---------------
Sending Token Available Message































/*------ ------- -------------- --- RXM 0 DE---- --------- -------------- -------
Send Token Request Message














































SLAVE IFLAG=Send _S I=FALSE;
SI_Fail=O;

































II Reset Retransmission Counter
II Clear Flags
II Reset Node Fail Counter
II Updata Sequence Number
II Clear Flags
II Reset Node Fail Counter
II Updata Sequence Number
II Clear Flags
II Reset Node Fail Counter
II Updata Sequence Number
II Clear Flags
II Reset Node Fail Counter
II Updata Sequence Number
II Clear Flags
II Reset Node Fail Counter
II Updata Sequence Number
II Send Token
break;
1*------------------------------ Message Inval id-------------------------- *I
case msgNotOk:
























WAIT FOR ACK STATE ======*1
break;








1* RETRANSMIT MESSAGE STATE ====~~*I
case RtxMsg:
switch(Event){















II Increment Retransmission Counter
II Increment Node Fail Counter




















II Increment Node Fail Counter
II Slave 2 Failed
II Increment Node Fail Counter
II Slave 3 Failed
II Increment Node Fail Counter
II Slave 4 Failed
II Increment Node Fail Counter
II Slave 5 Failed
II Increment Node Fail Counter
II Master I Failed
break;

















1*===============--==== END OF STATES
}
}
1*================= END OF PROGRAM
=======*1
===========*1
1* Name: (SLAVE I.C), Serial Communication on RS485 Bus Network
Descr: The protocol software code for the Slave Nodes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ *I
#include <At89x52.h> 1* SFR declarations for AT89x52*1
1*------------------- Define Constants ---------------------------------*1
#define SOM 254 1* Start of Frame *1












1* Master! Address */
1* Master2 Address *1
1* SLAVEl Address *1
1* Caps A *1
1* Caps B *1
1* Caps C */
1* Caps D *1
1* Acknowledgement *1
1* Negative Acknowledgement *1
1* Define Buffer Length *1
1* Define Overheads Length *1
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE I
#define TxEnable PI 2
#define Test PI 3
#define unchar unsigned char
#define FOREVER for (;;)
1* Driver Transmit Enable Pin *1
1* Test Pin *1
1* Endless loop *1







unchar xdata DataA vai I[SIZE);
unchar xdata APPLICA TlON[SIZE);




bit MASTER I FLAG,MASTER2FLAG,SLA VE I FLAG, STORE;
bit NO_ERRFLAG,VALID_LENGTH,VALID_SEQUENCENUM;




1*----------------------------Define States & Events ------------------*1
enum States {Idle,ProcMsg,RtxMsg} ;
enum Events {noEvent,RcvMsg,sendAck,sendNack,timeOut,sameMsg,rtxLastAck};





1*========--=--====== TIMER INTERRUPT === ===*1
void Timer_Int (void) interrupt TFO_VECTOR {
TRO = FALSE; II Stop TimerO.
THO = OxDC; II I's complement of IOms/[(I/Fosc)*6]
TLO= OxOO; II =[THO,TLO].Fosc= 11.0592MHz=>[OxDC,OxOO]
TRO = TRUE; II Restart TimerO.










II Start Reply Timer
II Increment Timer Counter
II Reset Timer Counter
II Set time-out flag
===------ SERIAL INTERRUPT *1













II Store Recived Byte
II Reset Buffer
II Clear TT
II Set Clear Flag
}
}
1* ==== RX APPLICATION LAYER
Data Available For Application
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I







1* DE-SLIP RX DATA =====






















I*==========~~==== WAIT FOR MESSAGES =========
Identify and Strips the SOM and EOM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I
















Strips the Header and the Footer
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*I











I I In Case of Error,Eventis Defined
1*------------------------------- Veri fy Addresses --------------------- *I
case waitForAddByte:







































/*------------------- Verify Sequence Number and Length ----------------*/
case waitForSequenceNumAndLength:
if«ch»6==1 )11(ch»6=2)){
/*------------------- Verify Message Sequence Number and Length --------*/
if(STORE&&(ch»6!=RxSequenceNum)){
VA LI D_ SEQU ENCENUM=TRUE;
StoreRxSequenceNum=ch»6;










/* ------------------------------- Previ ous Message --------------------- */




























1*------------------------------- Store Message ------------------------*1
case waitForData:
ifU<c-overheads) {











1*------------------------------- Veri fy Checksum ----------------------*1
case waitForChecksum:









1*------------------------------- END LOOP -----------------------------*1
case endLoop:






/* _ VERIFY MESSAGE
Verifies the Processed Message
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/





















/*=================== SLIP DATA BYTES






























1* MESSAGE FRAME ======
Make Frame
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I
void makeFrame( unchar c,unchar *Message) {
unchar i;








TXBUF[fin++ ]=(SLA VE I«4)IMASTER2;
}








II Calculates Checksum on Tx Bytes










1* ,=== TX APPLICA nON LAYER ========














TMOD=Ox21; II Timer Mode Select register.
II TimerO in model = l6bit timer.
II Gate-control via TRO. Timer-mode
II Input from internal system clock.
II Timer! in mode I = 16bit timer.
II Gate-control via TRO. Timer-mode
II Input from internal system clock.
119600 baud 11.05920 MHz
II Start TimerO & Timerl.
II Enable Receiver
II Enable interrupts
II generation on the uP (IE).
II I's complement of IOms/[(lIFosc)*6]
II =[THO,TLO].Fosc=11.0592MHz=>[OxDC,OxOO]








I*=========~-========= MAIN FUNCTION ===~-=====-~=






1*================= OPERA TIONS ==========*1
FOREVER {
switch(State){








1* PROCESSING MESSAGE STATE ======== *1
case ProcMsg:




















1*-------------------- SENDING NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT --------------*1
case sendNack:













1* -------------------------------- Time Out ------------------------------ *I
II Enable Driver
case timeOut:










1* RETRANSMIT MESSAGE STATE =========*1
case RtxMsg:
Reply_Timer=FALSE; II Stop Timer
if(Time _Out)Event=timeOut;
else{







1* ==== END OF STATES ====== ====*1
}
}
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